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Objectives & Interviews
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CrossBoundary analyzed the enterprise, investment and service provider landscape to 
identify challenges & interventions to grow the WE4F nexus

CrossBoundary analyzed the 
following questions:

What types of capital are available to support the growth of 
WE4F enterprises in East Africa?

Who are the 15 representative financial / investment 
partners that would be able to support the enterprises’ 

growth objectives?

What kinds of technical and advisory services are needed by 
the enterprises and what is the availability of service 

providers linked to these needs?

• The Water and Energy for Food (WE4F) Grand Challenge for Development (GCD) aims to scale innovations that
impact the nexus (food, water, energy) primarily through the private sector to increase the sustainability of
agricultural food value chains in developing countries and emerging markets – with a particular focus on the
poor, youth and women

• CrossBoundary has been mandated to support the WE4F GCD East Africa Regional Hub by providing a current
investment opportunity pipeline and a representative landscape assessment focusing on innovators in the
sector, the capital and technical/advisory services needed to grow and scale these companies, and to identify
the market operators who could provide these services

Who are the 40 representative enterprises operating in the 
WE4F nexus in East Africa?
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CrossBoundary conducted interviews and collected surveys from 41 enterprises, 37 
investors, and 30 service providers

The transaction team performed an in-depth analysis of the East African business environment at the nexus of
water, energy and food

The team conducted multiple interviews with enterprises, investors and service providers. The enterprise list was
developed from multiple sources, including the CrossBoundary network, Securing Water Food, and Powering
Agriculture

Outreach / interviews with:

41 37 30

enterprises investors service providers

In order to source data and insights for this project, CrossBoundary conducted:

2

additional industry 
stakeholders

The team also undertook a comprehensive review of literature and databases to supplement the informational
interviews, including the following:
• Economist Intelligence Unit country reports: Ethiopia, Kenya, Rwanda, Somalia, Tanzania, Uganda
• ANDE
• PitchBook
• KIM Investment Booklet
• GOGLA
• Roots of Impact (Acumen and SDC): “Blueprint for an outcomes fund in off-grid clean energy”, 2018

Note: the list of enterprises, investors, and service providers is intended to be illustrative and, to the extent
possible, comprehensive
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The enterprise pipeline was developed based on a combination of previous East Africa 
engagements, investor and service provider introductions, and research 

1
Identified over 50 EA investors / lenders and conducted outreach to develop list of portfolio
companies

2
Undertook stakeholder / specialist interviews utilizing both the CrossBoundary off-grid energy
platforms and expert network to identify innovative enterprises

3
Attended local conferences and networking events including the Agri Foods Trade and
Investment (AFTI) East Africa conference, USAID Feed the Future & Trade Regional conference

4
Reviewed and revised list based on conversations with ANDE, GIZ, and desk research (Asoko,
GOGLA, Pitchbook)

5 Followed up with the profiled enterprises, investors, and service providers to collect additional
enterprise names across the following countries:

- Tanzania

- Uganda

- Ethiopia

- Kenya

- Burundi

- Eritrea

- Rwanda

- Somaliland / Somalia

- South Sudan

1

2

3

4

5

We developed the 
enterprise pipeline 
using the team’s 
previous 
engagements and 
industry expertise 
throughout East 
Africa

Kenya (28) Ethiopia (10) Somaliland (2)

Tanzania (20) Rwanda (6) Burundi (1)

We used the 
following 
methodology to 
ensure a breadth of 
enterprises across 
East Africa

CrossBoundary East Africa engagements… 
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Outputs
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The Enterprise database contains a list of detailed enterprise profiles; summary 
information can be found on the Pipeline tab

A B

C

Pipeline tab displays all of the key information gathered in table form

A Each enterprise has been assigned a “Profile” number, located in column C

B Information on each enterprise is contained in columns E and higher, with options to filter into subgroups e.g. by size

C The Pipeline Overview tab contains a number of charts summarizing information on the Pipeline tab 

D The Inputs tab sets permitted values for drop down selections

ED

E The Profile tabs contain the raw data on each profiled enterprise, and are organized by main country of operation
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Further detail on individual enterprises is contained in each of the Profile tabs, grouped 
by country

A

B

C

Company and team information can be found on the individual Profile tab 

A Company information (name, sector, description, and key indicators) is included on the top portion of the page 

B Additional information on management teams and contact information is displayed

C Scroll down for further information on investment requirements, proposed use of proceeds and scalability
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The Investor and Service Provider database contains two summary tabs containing all 
the information gathered from each firm

A B C

“Database” tabs show raw data; “Overview” tabs contain summary charts

A All investor information is contained in the Investor Database tab; information in each column can be filtered by characteristics

B Investor Overview tab contains a set of charts summarizing a set of the information contained in the Investor Database tab

C All service provider information is contained in the Service Provider Database tab; also offers filtering options

D

D Service Provider Overview tab contains a set of charts summarizing information contained in the Service Provider Database tab
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Key Outputs

The East Africa Mapping Landscape presentation provides a synthesis of our key 
findings and proposed interventions

The full presentation contains the following sections:

1. Objectives & Interviews. Outlines approach and
methodology used in the analysis.

2. Executive summary. Summarizes key findings across
enterprises, investors and summary of
recommendations.

3. Key Enterprise Findings & Recommendations.
Summarizes enterprise capital needs, level of scale, pain
points, and proposed recommendations.

4. Key Investor Findings & Recommendations.
Summarizes investor types, capital availability, and
investor perceptions / attitudes towards certain
interventions to increase investment in the WE4F nexus.

5. Key Service Provider Findings & Recommendations.
Maps enterprise requests for TA / Advisory to the
available service providers. Offers overview of pain
points and recommendations for the Regional
Innovation Hub.

6. Appendix. Includes deep dives on WE4F product /
service areas and trends, country profiles on East Africa
markets.

Our research culminates in a PowerPoint 
presentation summarizing our key findings and 
proposed interventions.

To
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Executive Summary
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Executive Summary - Key Findings and Recommendations (1/3)

1. Enterprises operating at the WE4F nexus in East Africa are ready for expansion but unlikely to achieve
desired scale without active interventions due to challenges around smaller ticket sizes, lack of local bank
participation, and nascent business model structures

• The majority of enterprises profiled are focused on improving yields and outcomes for smallholders,
through deploying appropriately sized, clean technology and made affordable through pay-as-you-go
(PAYG)

• There is a high concentration of companies in Kenya due to the size of its agricultural economy, ease of
doing business, and concentration of capital providers and talent. The country often serves as an starting
point for companies looking to enter East Africa

• Enterprises are collectively seeking ~US$200m in financing over the next 2-3 years; median ticket sizes
are between US$500k – US$2m to fund expansion and / or working capital needs; there is a particular
desire for equity due to the need for longer term capital and undesirable debt terms

• As companies scale, the type of technical assistance desired shifts from product / R&D focus to more
transaction and capital raise support

• Although nearly 1/3 of enterprises profiles have at least one female in a senior leadership position,
challenges remain in creating an equitable investment landscape across genders
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Executive Summary - Key Findings and Recommendations (2/3)

2. Investors well-suited to operate in this nexus tend to have broad industry remit but remain in tune with the
challenges in the WE4F nexus areas

• Impact investors are the most active investor type; however they are also the most bandwidth-constrained
investor type

• Despite unanimous acknowledgement of the unmet need for smaller ticket sizes, investors face cost and
resource barriers which require investment sizes >~US$2m

• Access to commercial bank and MFI loans remains a challenge due to pricing, tenor, and need for
collateral; local currency financing can be prohibitively expensive or unavailable for nascent business
models

• Investors cited support in donor-funded commercial due diligence (e.g. assessing the market opportunity,
competitive landscape, customer profiles), donor-funded technical assistance for target or current
investees (e.g. recruiting / upskilling of management team, operationalization of key functions), and capital
risk reduction mechanisms (e.g. financial guarantees) as the most requested interventions

• Interventions are most effective at encouraging sector investment, rather than smaller ticket sizes, due to
the fact that many investors have set investment criteria mandating minimum ticket sizes that they cannot
change

• Recognizing the challenges faced by female-led companies, several investors have developed gender-
related initiatives to increase investment in this sector
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Executive Summary - Key Findings and Recommendations (3/3)

3. There is a range of quality Technical Assistance (TA) and Investment Advisory providers operating in the
WE4F nexus in East Africa. These companies play a critical role in solving enterprise and investor pain points
around limited bandwidth, expertise and local market knowledge

• Investment Advisory providers focus on fundraising support, commercial due diligence support, and deal
structuring / business valuation

• Most Investment Advisory providers in East Africa are generalists

• Investment Advisory support is needed by both enterprises, who lack bandwidth and financial /
investment expertise, and investors, who may lack both bandwidth and local presence

• TA providers are more operational, providing non-financial technical assistance often with a development /
impact focus (e.g. developing strategic plans, training, horticultural research)

• Often TA providers have a project-specific presence in East Africa

• Nearly all TA providers profiled have worked on gender-specific technical assistance offerings

• Service providers in EA operating at the WE4F nexus are small, with 22/30 companies operating with fewer
than 50 employees
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Based on the landscape mapping, interviews, and research, CrossBoundary would 
recommend a combination of services and capital provision to drive industry growth

Summary of key pain points CrossBoundary recommendations  

Services Capital 

En
te

rp
ri

se
s 

• Little to no access to
smaller-ticket financing

• Limited resource capacity
and / or skillset to focus on
fundraising or other capital
raise activities

• Tailored TA and Investment Advisory
services will enable increased scale by
providing access to skillsets and
resources needed to encourage private
investment

• Regional Innovation Hub to provide TA /
Investment Advisory services for
enterprise-wide interventions

• Grant capital can be used to spur industry
growth by providing capital to a range of
competitors, something private investors
often avoid

• Milestone-based grants are well-suited
for enterprises scaling a new innovation

• Repayable grants, grant capital matches
and catalytic first loss capital mechanisms
are well-suited for more proven business
models

In
ve

st
o

rs

• High pre / post investment
diligence costs relative to
smaller investment sizes

• Perceived outsized risk
associated with smaller
deals

• Limited access to /
awareness of bankable
projects

• Grant-funded commercial due diligence
support can reduce investor challenges
around understanding the local market /
opportunity and bandwidth constraints

• Grant-funded TA for investments in
WE4F enterprises can reduce investor
challenges around expertise and local
presence

• Grant capital matching and first loss
instruments can de-risk investments in
more nascent, unproven business models

TA
 &

 A
d

vi
so

ry

• Enterprises and investors
may not be able to
articulate the type of TA
needed and / or who the
appropriate provider is for
a skill or service

• Management of the ongoing vetting and
evaluation of service providers

• Provision of tailored TA / Investment
Advisory service providers for
enterprises and investors

• Allocate budget to enterprises and
investors seeking TA or advisory services

• Provide partial success-based
compensation fees for transaction service
providers to encourage sustainable growth
of the ecosystem
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Key Findings: Investors
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Impact investors are the most common investors in the nexus but are also the most 
resource-constrained as compared to DFI’s and local banks

Fi
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*Investor landscape by size and type

Venture 
Capital

*Intended to be illustrative and to the extent possible illustrative, but some investors involved in this sector may not be listed
Source: CrossBoundary analysis; 1) IFC shown as medium as profile relates to only IFC’s Venture Capital Group

Private 
Equity

Impact 
Investor

Commercial 
Bank

Donor / 
foundation

Development 
Finance Institution

Large 
(100+)

Micro 
(2-10)

Small 
(10-50)

Medium 
(50-100)

Whilst employing a regional investment strategy,
funds often lack the manpower to execute a large
volume of investments across multiple countries

Local commercial banks have
the human resources to supply
small-sized loans at volume

A nonprofit organization
or charitable trust that
provides funding and
support for development
efforts through grants
and concessional finance

Invest in businesses
and projects in
which there is a
substantial element
of risk, typically a
new or expanding
business

Invest in enterprises with
a proven business model
and existing customer
base (expansion) yet are
not listed in public
exchanges; perceived as
less risky than venture
capital

Invest in companies,
organizations, and funds
with the intention to
generate a measurable,
beneficial social or
environmental impact
alongside a financial return

Provide services such
as accepting deposits,
making loans, and
offering basic
investment products
to individuals and
businesses

Provide risk capital for
development on a quasi-
commercial or non
commercial basis, often
funding opportunities
which cannot access
commercial capital
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Local banks and impact investors are the most active investors for ticket sizes <US$2M; 
however, resource and lending constraints limit availability of capital

Ability for enterprises to access local bank / MFI financing is challenging due to pricing, tenor, and need for 
collateral. Impact investors providing <$2m ticket sizes are generally small in scale and cover multiple 
geographies, putting pressure on their ability to finance multiple enterprises in the East Africa WE4F nexus. 
Therefore, there is limited financing available for companies raising smaller tickets.

Typical Investment Size (US$)

$0 - $500k $500k - $2m $2m - $5m $5m - $10m1 >$10m

Ty
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Source: CrossBoundary Analysis, 1) IFC shown in $5-10m equity range as profile relates to only IFC’s Venture Capital Group
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Investors unanimously acknowledge the unmet need for smaller investments in SSA, 
particularly in WE4F, citing challenges around costs and business model fluctuation

Investors identified the following barriers to investing 
in smaller ticket sizes and / or  the WE4F sector:  

Companies who require smaller ticket sizes
typically are still evolving their business
model, risking alignment with investment
criteria

Disproportionally high upfront due
diligence costs relative to the transaction,
which burdens already bandwidth-
constrained teams with limited local
presence

High post-investment monitoring costs,
particularly for early-stage companies who
require more consistent local support

Limited pipeline of bankable projects –
don’t have the time / resources to source
smaller transactions

“ There are not enough intermediaries to back the 

available capital to bring scale to the region. ”

(Calvert Capital) 

“Hard to justify the high level of due diligence before an 

investment, in addition to the high monitoring costs after, when 

you’re dealing with <$1M investments.” 

(Global Innovation Fund ) 

“DFI guarantees are good risk mitigation instruments, and 

would enable banks to lend more actively to that sector. ”

(Equity Bank, Kenya)

“ Pipeline feeder of companies is 

highly needed. ”

(FINCA International)
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Investors cited donor-funded commercial due diligence and enterprise TA as the most 
effective interventions to encourage increased investment into the WE4F nexus 

Types of interventions

Donor-funded 
commercial due 

diligence support 1

Donor-funded TA 
for enterprises 

(target or actual 
investees) 2

Financial 
guarantees

Formation of 
industry 

associations

Development of 
enterprise pipeline 

/ deal sourcing

Incentives to 
do smaller 
ticket sizes 
(<$1M) 3

# of investors 3 1 3 0 2

Incentives to 
increase 
investment in 
WE4F nexus

# of investors 10 12 7 5 2

1 Due diligence support is meant to provide additional bandwidth and local market expertise to supplement investor’s existing due diligence process.
2 Types of TA for target or investee enterprises mentioned included support in recruiting / upskilling talent, improved operationalization of key business functions (e.g. Finance 
function), and reporting / board level presentation training  
3 Note: 14 out of 37 investors profiled stated that they are already able / willing to invest in <US$1M ticket sizes
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Increased access to pre / post transaction support and first loss capital would increase 
the number of investments in the nexus

We recommend the Regional Innovation Hub provide the following services and capital: 

Se
rv

ic
es

Develop a cross-
enterprise investor 
marketing service to 
increase investor 
visibility 

• The Regional Innovation Hub should provide investor marketing services to provide support
in marketing all enterprises to investors, and developing and circulating a regular pipeline of
vetted, bankable opportunities for investors

Develop and fund a 
network of targeted TA 
and Investment 
Advisory providers and 
associated services 

• Provide access to tailored investment advisory services such as commercial due diligence
support (incl. market opportunity, competitive landscape) and deal structuring / business
valuation) for investors considering <US$2m transactions in WE4F enterprises to reduce
challenges around bandwidth and local market / sector knowledge

• Note: investors express the need to select the appropriate advisory provider that meets
the quality and experience necessary for their diligence requirements

• Provide access to tailored TA to support post-investment monitoring and value-creation for
enterprises with specific product / capacity constraints to scale (capacity building, upskilling
management team, product development support)

C
ap

it
al

Provide financial 
incentives for nascent, 
unproven sectors to 
encourage increased 
investor participation 

• Target inclusion of private equity / venture capital investors by providing catalytic first loss
capital (up to ~20% of investment amount) or grant capital matching (providing grant
alongside institutional capital) which would support the investment capacity of players
considering new / unproven business models

• Providing selected grant capital matching or first loss capital instruments would work well
when issued in partnership with enterprise-specific TA; these can work in tandem to de-risk
the investment


